FIRST FLOOR
100' - 0"

SECOND FLOOR
110' - 3 3/8"

TOP PLATE
119' - 3 3/8"

FOUNDATION
95' - 0"

5'-0"
10'-3 3/8"
9'-0"
4' - 9 1/8"
1' - 0"
25' - 0 1/2"

1/8" = 1'-0" F2 NEW - NORTH
1/8" = 1'-0" A2 ELEVATION - PROJECT SOUTH
1/8" = 1'-0" C6 ELEVATION - PROJECT WEST
1/8" = 1'-0" C2 ELEVATION - PROJECT EAST

ELEVATION - PROJECT SOUTH
ELEVATION - PROJECT EAST
ELEVATION - PROJECT WEST
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PERSPECTIVES

E4 PERSPECTIVE - FRONT FROM SOUTHEAST
C4 PERSPECTIVE - FRONT
A4 PERSPECTIVE - REAR
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